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"Enforcement Freeze" Protocol

Regavim’s recent High Court of Justice appeal exposed an
illegal (!) Ministry of Defense protocol that has protected
thousands of illegal structures built by Arabs and the PA, and
enabled them to establish a firm foothold in Area C. This short
video explains >>>

Active Agenda Items

Mazal Tov: The PLO declares Regavim a terrorist
organization!
Click here and here to read more >>>

The Union of Agricultural Work Committees, along with 5
other PFLP affiliates, was officially sanctioned as a terrorist
organization. Regavim exposed the UAWC years ago, and we
congratulate Defense Minister Benny Gantz on this important
step. Read more here and here >>>

The government capitulated to the Raam Party's demands,
and is in the process of amending the Electricity Law, allowing
connection of tens of thousands of illegal structures and
essentially rewarding illegal construction. Through intensive
discussions with ministers, MKs and Knesset committee
members we managed to limit the legislation's potentially
catastrophic results. Learn more here, here and here>>>

We spent countless hours over the last several months with

Minister of Interior Ayelet Shaked’s staff, working for the best
possible formulation of the government’s decision to legalize
three Bedouin communities in the Negev. Read more >>>

Regavim’s environmental protection efforts continue: We
exposed the Civil Administration’s intention to approve illegal
Arab quarrying operations that are destroying the
environment and defacing the natural beauty of the Land of
Israel. See Makor Rishon coverage of the plan (Hebrew) >>>

Success! Our non-stop pressure on the Civil Administration
over the past several months resulted in the demolition of a
gigantic illegal structure at the Yakir Junction that posed a
major hazard. Read more >>>

Public Activism

The situation in the Negev, caused by years of non-

governance, has brought the Negev to the boiling point. In
cooperation with the Committee to Save the Negev, Im Tirtzu
and Yisrael Sheli, Regavim joined a protest march from the
Beer Sheva courthouse to City Hall, to proclaim loud and clear
that the residents of the Negev won't fight the battle for
Israeli sovereignty alone.

The Biden Administration has announced plans to open a
consulate, independent of the US Embassy to Israel, in West
Jerusalem – exclusively to serve residents of the Palestinian
Authority. We joined a coalition of Zionist organizations to
protest, and to block this attempt to divide Jerusalem and
grant recognition to the city as the capital of a Palestinian
state. Read more >>>

Naomi Kahn, Director of Regavim’s International Division, met

with members of the AFSI Mission to Israel, and joined them
out in the field in Gush Etzion to discuss illegal Palestinian
construction and agricultural annexation, strategic challenges
to Israel’s sovereignty, and closer cooperation between
Regavim and AFSI to restore Zionism to Israeli and American
public policy.

Sharing our insight – out in the field: This past month we
hosted MK Moshe Abutbul, MK Yuli – Yoel Edelstein, Israeli
and foreign journalists, and key KKL (JNF) staffers on field
tours, to help them understand what’s happening - by taking
them where it happens.

To receive our Newsletter and other updates directly
to your mobile device, join us on Telegram!
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